Abstract: "Ultimacy," it is argued, is not an area that academic studies in theology nor the study of religion can properly investigate; nevertheless, it is also illegitimate to argue therefore that claims to it are simply linguistic power plays. Using an autobiographical methodology, the author explores how their own "imagined" "mystical" experience and scholarly studies may shed light on approaching the study of religious experience, noting particularly work by Rudolf Otto, Robert Sharf, Gregory Shushan, and Ann Taves. Reflections are offered on studying religious experience, approaching ultimacy, and the relationship of theological and religious studies. Moreover, some critical and decolonial perspectives are brought to bear both on the author's own work, academic studies, and contemporary debates around studying what may be termed "mysticism" or religious experience. The author also argues that the autobiographical and reflexive model offered herein may be a useful perspective for scholarship in the study of religion.
perhaps, non-academic article. Nevertheless, I hope that readers will find it instructive and useful as a reflection on a personal path of discovery relating to how "ultimacy" may be viewed and discussed by one (part-time) theologian and (part-time) scholar of religion.
Before moving to the body of this article, it may be useful to clarify some issues. Mundanely, at a descriptive phenomenal level, texts understood broadly (both religious and secular2) do have markers of ultimacy: they claim to be "revelation"; they relate the words of some "deity", "transcendent power", or "transphenomenal reality"; or, make claims to truth. Such claims may be studied. Nevertheless, most traditions also suggest that whatever "ultimacy" may be, it transcends any human classification or conceptualisation;3 we may at best -to use the clichéd old Zen phrase -speak only of fingers pointing at the moon. While we may talk about those fingers, and put them in comparative perspective, the moon itself appears off limits. However, I do not intend to look at such phenomenological issues. But this raises the issue I am grappling with: how any academic tradition may speak of "ultimacy" as anything other than a human linguistic concept? While writers like Rudolf Otto are part of "classical" theory (his noumenal being a category of "ultimacy"4), his work today is recognised as theological rather than phenomenological.5 Indeed, all Otto had access to was human discourse.6 In line with certain critiques of Otto, this paper is concerned with the critical methodology of studying what may broadly be termed "religious experiences". To this end, I begin with an autobiographical reflection, which describes my own grappling with experiences that I once held to signify "ultimacy", before moving onto theory in the academic study of religion. From there, I will move to a set of reflections on a range of related themes, both more personal and more academic. I do not claim to offer a new grand theory or definitive conclusion, but I will seek to draw these strands together in terms I hope other scholars and students may learn from. Various threads are therefore woven both thematically, and in an ad hoc manner, through this paper. Moreover, at various points I also offer an excursus into theoretical and contextual issues. For scholars familiar with the related terrain these may simply be skipped over, but anticipating readers from a variety of disciplinary perspectives, they are provided to fill in some background.
The autobiographical bit
There was a time when academic work was viewed as an entirely objective and impersonal affair. Rational selves employed common languages of impartial analysis to order the world into systematic codes of knowledge. Within the humanities and social sciences, developments in recent decades have dismissed such an idealistic standpoint: we all come with agendas, prejudices, and baggage.7 As such, I could write this autobiographical section within the context of an epistemologically founded methodology to locate myself as an author; certainly a decolonizing approach would argue that commitment and objectivity are not distinct, so a personal approach and an academic approach should not be separated.8 Indeed, that is partly my aim. However, it is also here as what I may term "data" to be examined and explored.9 I should state, though, that what I am setting out here is something which for many years I found very difficult to talk about and which I have only ever revealed to very few people. It is therefore something of a personal discovery and self-disclosure at the same time.
Brought up within a fairly traditional British family, I was baptised as an Anglican at a young age. My parents were church-going and so attending Sunday School and then church each week was a regular part of my early life. Indeed, Christian devotional practice was also part of my early adult life, as I was a keen supporter of our college chapel at university (though I did not always sit easily amongst some of the more conservative theological and ecclesiastical views). The Anglicanism of my early years was of a broadly middle of the road type, that is neither high church nor low church and theologically broad and tolerant of diverse standpoints; although these were things I was not really consciously aware of. Therefore, growing up, there was a sense of "ultimacy" in my family and cultural background. One particular event brought this to a head. I was perhaps seven or eight years old at the time, we were staying at the house of an aunt and uncle. My aunt was of a more evangelical inclination, a style of worship and theology, which even from much younger, I knew was not my cup of tea. However, on this particular day, we were all taken to an evening revival meeting at the local Anglican parish church (a plain but beautiful medieval building). The service was quite traditional British low church in terms of traditional hymns and preaching, but ended with the laying on of hands by the priest who had led the service and some of his assistants. As a family, we were with one of these assistants, quite a young and I think inexperienced evangelist, who took turns in laying on of hands to us. It was clear to me that my aunt expected or hoped that we would feel "the spirit" and have the experience of being "born again". My parents, I remember, were somewhat nonplussed by this rather overtly emotive and slightly "un-Anglican"/ "un-British" approach. Certainly, in my own Anglican background at the time this really was not what I was used to, nor did I really have any sense of what we were supposed to experience. Nevertheless, when it came to my turn for the laying on of hands, I did experience something. It is something which I can only characterise as perhaps the most powerful and intense experience of my life. As I tried to explain/ describe it to myself later, I would use the phrases "unburning fire" or "pure and unconditional impersonal love". But it was not one but both of these at the same time; and more. Later, terms like "unbeing" or "pure being" would also be ways to help me think of it. At the time, though, it was not something that my conceptual world could really handle. When I opened my eyes after what seemed like forever, but must have been a few seconds, I could see that the young evangelist looked just as shocked as I was. I assume he must -perhaps for the first time -have felt something too. When asked, however, I simply said that I had felt nothing. Even when pressed, and when I saw the rather confused look in the young evangelist's eyes. Perhaps, despite being a good young Anglican, I really had no time for being "born again" and what that may entail. But also, simply, I was scared and had no words to describe or explain what I had just felt. Perhaps I also feared that whatever words were put on it would be other people's words. Words that wouldn't describe my experience. As such, for many years, this was simply a secret experience that I carried with me.
As I grew older, some of the searing "unburning fire" that told me that there was some spiritual reality to the universe passed to a memory, and certainly for a while I forgot it; or, rather, it passed from my conscious memory to some closet of my mind. Nevertheless, I found myself unable to accept that there was not a spiritual reality or "ultimacy" to the universe. In short, the experience was so real that it could not be questioned. I was aware of atheist arguments; my best friend through most of secondary school was a committed and intelligent atheist and we discussed such things. Yet this experience stayed as some kind of bedrock within my thoughts: that there must be more to the universe than sheer matter. The memory of it came back to me in my later teenage years through reading some Buddhist texts (I believe on Zen). The thought came to my mind that the Buddhist author had experienced exactly what I had experienced. With this, the memory came clearly back to me and stayed with me. At university, as I read for my undergraduate degree in Religious Studies and Theology (a joint degree across what were two disciplines), other readings also brought it to my mind. While, at first, it was mainly in reading non-Christian writings that I found things that resonated with my experience, when I came across Meister Eckhart I again got a clear sense that what he was talking about was my experience. If you like, I was sure that in certain Buddhist texts, in Meister Eckhart and some other Christians mystics (as they were termed), and in my own life, the self-same experience was being described. Certainly, the words were very different, and the categories seemed often antagonistic; nevertheless, I strongly felt that we were all talking about the same thing -I simply felt that this was another way of putting that indescribable experience into words. Perhaps, most systematically, I felt the experience described when reading about certain Hindu tantric experiences relating to kundalini, for these conceptualised precisely what I had felt in bodily terms.
As noted, the experience seemed to me to be an "impersonal love". Therefore, I found it hard to relate to ways (particularly evangelical) Christians, spoke about an experience of the "divine" as personal. Yet, I could see why people spoke that way: it was hard to understand love as impersonal. Therefore, I systematised an explanation that resonated with pluralist or perennialist accounts (see Excursus 1), that created a hierarchy of interpretations: impersonal interpretations represented a full understanding; impersonal interpretations showed a lower level of understanding -those who spoke this way did not fully "get it". With time, and my development as an academic and critical thinker, I came to not only scrutinise my own conceptualisation, but also to critically assess my own experience. (at some level, i.e. ethical, spiritual/ mystical, ontological) all point towards the same truth, reality, or meaning.
For many years, this experience remained with me as an unchallengeable "mark" of "ultimacy". Notably, from my own experience, I can see the futility of many arguments to get "religious people" to abandon their convictions through rational argument;14 experiences like this are simply more compelling. Nevertheless, continued reflection and academic reading relating to spiritual experiences, led me to recognise that it could have simply been an event in the brain (or, more broadly, in my embodied self). While uniquely compelling, and more vivid, potent, and powerful than anything I have known before or since, it could simply have been the release of various chemicals and an entirely natural event. This was not a single time realisation. Nevertheless, it was an important breakthrough for me: there may be no "ultimacy".
I became critical of the kind of pluralist and perennialist theological categories that I used to interpret my own experience, and thereby to categorize others. Nevertheless, I continue to classify myself as an Anglican (the tradition into which I am initiated) "pluralist". Though pluralism is currently unfashionable in academic theology, for various reasons -which I have written about at length elsewhere -I find this a more plausible and theologically satisfying standpoint.15 If there is an "ultimacy", I certainly hope it is one in line with the pluralist hypothesis broadly conceived. However, I do not remain certain that there is any "ultimacy". I am agnostic -a more or less sceptical one depending on my ongoing journey.16 Therefore, as a theologian, I am deeply sceptical of appeals to "ultimacy". Moreover, as a (non-confessional) scholar of religion, I also have problems with the category academically. I now turn to this other angle of what could also be described as autobiographical literature: giving a picture of myself as a scholar of religion.
Talking from the religious studies angle
Between confessional theology, academic theology, and the academic study of religion, I would suggest we see something of a continuum, or range of overlapping Venn diagram type circles, rather than distinct and opposing regimes of practice and thought, notwithstanding that some would want to mark such distinct disciplinary boundaries. This latter stance is quite understandable. To mark its place as a "respectable" scientific endeavour within a broadly secular set of likeminded humanities and social sciences, the academic study of religions (variously religious studies, the history of religions, or similar) has often had to make a case that, whatever it does, it is not confessional theological work.17 This is not the place to enter into the minutiae of these debates, nevertheless a sense that some difference exists between more theological work and more religious studies approaches is implicit in this paper. In light of the partially autobiographical nature of this paper, some positioning of myself within these disciplines is needed.
As mentioned, my first degree was a joint degree between Religious Studies and Theology as two distinct disciplines (in the UK context). However, given that it was in a broadly secular British university in a department of Theology and Religious Studies (later, Islamic Studies was added to the departmental nomenclature) it was not a divide between a non-confessional approach and a confessional one. Theology was broadly religious studies about Christianity, while Religious Studies concerned other religious traditions. Nevertheless, some sense of disciplinary divide existed. I believe all my theology tutors were Christian priests (without necessarily implying they accepted any form of Christian orthodoxy, or practiced as such), while most of my religious studies ones were not (though we had lecturers and professors who belonged to a variety of religious backgrounds, and had at least one visiting professor of Buddhism who was classified as a Buddhist priest). However, on neither side of this largely imaginary divide, did I ever get a sense that what we were studying was "ultimacy". There were students pursuing their studies with an eye to eventually becoming priests or broadening their existing religious/ spiritual paths in whichever tradition they belonged, or to understand their place within no tradition. Others were also clearly agnostics or atheists. None of the tutors in theology nor religious studies, however, saw it as in their role as academic staff to guide us towards any sense or understanding of "ultimacy". If such discussions took place it was as private individuals or in other capacities.
I certainly think it fair to say that my sense of critical scholarship has progressed in the years since then, through my postgraduate studies, but especially in my work as a professional academic teaching and researching within universities. Probably, as an undergraduate, the closest we got to studying the issue of "ultimacy" would have come in an undergraduate course on "Mysticism". We studied the Christian tradition and other "world religions,"18 as well as looking at the analytic literature on constructivist, 15 For a more academic account, see Hedges, Controversies, or for a more accessible account, see, Hedges, "Is Christianity." I should note here that this is taking a theological stance on the positions, and from a more "outsider" or scholarly stance we can note many problems with such positions, see, for instance, McCutcheon, Critics, 43-56, also discussed in Hedges, Understanding Religion. 16 For explorations of these issues, see Hedges, Towards Better. 17 On these debates in various global contexts, see Hedges and King, "Is the Study," 43-6. 18 The terminology "world religions," and even "religion" is problematic within critical contemporary scholarship. Back-inthe-day, while sometimes questioned by my more "theoretical" lecturers, it represented the prevailing discourse. On issues with "world religions" and "religion", see King and Hedges, " What is Religion?", and Hedges, "Multiple," 51-6 -the latter in particular sets out why despite my rejection of the so-called "World Religions Paradigm" I believe we can continue to employ the term "religion" as a meaningful descriptor. perennialist, and other approaches (see Excursus 2). At that time, while seeing the values of constructivist approaches, my prevailing sensibilities aligned me with the broadly perennialist stance, though critical of some perennial philosophy as naïve. My "experience" that a common spiritual source underlay the different religions underpinned this, though I came to believe that quite possibly there were various different mystical experiences rather than a single common one. 
There is an original experience which is the basis of religion. Such an approach could be traced back to Schleiermacher and his views on experience as the original foundation of religion. It is often deemed that a constructivist approach is non-religious, whereas a perennialist one is religious, however, this is not necessarily so. An approach like George Lindbeck's linguistic-constructivist approach to theology sees experiences as created from tradition, while some cognitive sciences approaches may posit common experiences arising through shared evolutionary or brain structures.20
Contemporary academic approaches remain sharply polarised. Through the intervening decades, the constructivist critique has been broadly dominant. It has fitted what may inadequately -given the loaded and contested nature of the term -be termed the "postmodern" sensibility that every religion is a distinct and discrete unit. Alterity is stressed over similarity. We could link this to various trends which have seen comparative studies move from the commonly accepted modus operandi of the discipline to a somewhat side-lined and maligned field seen as naïve and best for dilettantes rather than professional scholars; though this has started to change in recent years.21 Engaging these debates has been part of my changing stance on my own experience. As a teacher, presenting arguments to students has helped me think through my own position. While more critical of perennialism, I am not wholly in the constructivist camp; while constructivism is compelling, it is not entirely convincing. Arguments for certain similarities and common ground between traditions and experiences rest, I believe, on quite compelling evidence and argumentation.22 In terms of "ultimacy", seeing common grounds is certainly not (as some opponents may caricature) a necessarily perennialist or theological stance. From areas such as the cognitive science of religion, we may posit aspects of a common human experience (not to be seen as the same as, nor stereotyped as, certain Enlightenment views about a common and generic humanity) at a species level. This means that around the globe, and through perfectly natural means, similar sets of responses to the world may arise.23 This is an important aspect of this paper's overall argument: experiences of some broadly "mystical" character are far from evidence that they respond to any form of "ultimacy" in the universe.
While I have headed this section "Talking from the Religious Studies Angle", the point needs to be made that there is not simply one "angle" in this discipline, or any other. Rather, we see various perspectives 19 Two classic works and theorists in the debate remain, Stephen Katz, Mysticism on the constructivist side, and Robert Forman, Mysticism who argues for the commonality of experiences across traditions. An old but still worthwhile collection on debates is Woods, Understanding, while a recent collection with some important essays is Schmidt, The Study. For a broadly critical survey see King, "Mysticism." We will delve into these debates in more depth as we proceed. 20 On these later two, see Lindbeck's -beyond theological categories -to discuss "mystical" experiences and "imagined" (see Excursus 3) experiences of "ultimacy". "Classical" religious studies scholarship, in which I was trained, was broadly phenomenological and comparative, e.g. asking questions about mysticism in Buddhism and Christianity. Subsequently, my scholarship has been influenced by critical theories about what "ultimacy" may mean and how it is deployed. Questions from such religious studies perspectives may include: why traditions believe that their teachings or practice relate to "ultimacy"; what "ultimacy" means in relation to specific traditions; and whether we are even thinking about any common sense of "ultimacy". However, it goes further to ask "political" questions: who benefits from the language of "ultimacy"; what interests are served, and whose views are side-lined, ignored, or delegitimised by specific languages of or claims to "ultimacy"? Through these latter questions we can establish how claims to experiences of ultimacy play out within traditions, and how voices are silenced, and certain regimes of thought established.24 Importantly, even these critical perspectives can stem from perspectives that are predominantly wedded to traditional (white, patriarchal, and oppressive) standpoints, as a decolonizing approach may argue. This paper aligns with approaches that criticize some traditional modes of scholarship which deny indigenous agency in making sense of modes of experiencing and knowing.25 In tracing influences on my scholarship and academic trends, I should note that my standpoint both aligns with, but also contests, some dominant standpoints. There are limitations in much religious studies scholarship. Indeed, if it only asks questions about power relations and the social construction of categories it fails to engage other important issues. To discuss this, in relation to religious experiences, I turn to the influential scholar Robert Sharf. He contests traditional scholarship which has cast "spiritual experience" or the "mystical" as a distinct category (see Excursus 4). Rather, Sharf argues, medieval Chinese Zen texts do not record specific experiences, rather they reflect power play and textual arguments about lineages and doctrinal disputes.27 The concept of the "religious experience" is, he believes, a Western category, and so all we can legitimately do is look at power. Excursus 4: "Mysticism" and "religious experience" I deploy (in various formations) "mysticism," "spirituality," and "religious experience" in inverted commas suggesting their disputed and provisional nature.28 It goes beyond the limits of this paper to discuss in any depth the etymologies and academic evolution of these terms. However, it is necessary to point to reasons for at least querying their status. To note, often (but not always) "mysticism" was employed to 24 Scholars will readily note the influence of Bruce Lincoln and others in this formulation, especially his well-known "Theses on Method" (Gods, 1-3), and "How to Read." For perhaps the most thorough-going approach to introducing religion from such a standpoint, see Martin, A Critical. A discussion on the importance of such scholarship, but also a critique of it, will be found in Hedges, Understanding Religion. 25 See Agozino, "Committed Objectivity," and Hedges, "Decolonizing." This will be more fully worked through in Hedges Sharf's thesis has been subject to telling critique, and here I add my own thoughts (see Excursus 6). In part, these may be the thoughts of a small child who has just had their own "spiritual experience" in a situation that is somewhat disturbing and disorientating for them. The kind of critical questions I have asked my students to ask may be one way to look at that experience: Why was this child silenced and unable to speak about what they experienced? We may discuss power and claims for legitimacy. But suggesting all such experiences are simply rhetorical ploys to claim power and legitimacy fails. That certainly was not the child's aim. While I employed discourses that allowed me to categorise and rank other people's experiences and religious traditions, this is not the whole story. That I can and have asked critical experiences about my own experience, while hardly a moral tale that can be universalized, poses problems for such a set of questions. Indeed, to suppose that any description of what appears to be what we may broadly term "spiritual experiences" (however we wish to classify them, or whether we think any such classification exists) as only linguistic exercises is itself problematic. How would we know this? What particular set of presuppositions and judgments tells us that these people are not talking about experiences of some type? Indeed, one criticism of arguments that religions, or spiritual experiences, may be universal is that this requires a bird's eye view above the world to make these judgements. But the reverse is also true. To claim absolutely that there are no sets of common experiences or categories between and across different groups also requires its own birds eye view judgement that gets outside the world to make such sweeping and vast statements.30
To try and summarise, I have become deeply suspicious of claims to spiritual authority or experiences. Nevertheless, I am equally critical of those which jump to their own universal metanarratives that no universals or even comparable traditions or experiences exist. While I would interpret much language about "marks of ultimacy" as bound up in regimes of power, authority, and lineage, I am open to the possibility that the person reporting the experience may be genuinely trying to conceptualise an experience which has the force of seemingly unquestionable "ultimacy" for them.
29 An excellent summary of such issues is Martin, "Experiences." 30 This is a point I have made in another context, in relation to theological arguments for particularity, see Hedges, Controversies, 175, 189 . Elsewhere, with reference to the work of postcolonial scholar Sara Suleri, I have also argued that the theory of utter alterity of worldviews is itself a neo-colonial standpoint that maintains a binary difference between Orient and Occident, see Hedges, "Particularities", 128. I should note that while my criticisms here are of theological categories, much that today passes for critical scholarship in the study of religion presumes the same broadly post-modern and neo-colonial basis, and so may be argued to perpetuate a white, patriarchal Orientalism in scholarship, despite its advocates often insisting the opposite -versions of this argument are in some my work in progress, see Hedges, "Engaged," Hedges, Understanding Religion, and Hedges, "Decolonising."
Comparative and reflective comments
I have narrated a somewhat personal set of spiritual and academic developments, and viewpoints. It is now time to ask if anything from this may be of any use or interest to anyone apart from myself. Has this been a somewhat self-indulgent venture into my own personal "mystical" and scholarly past? To seek towards some systematic clarification of the issues I will address five broad themes: 1. Methodology; 2. Studying experiences; 3. Marks of "ultimacy"; 4. Critiquing claims to "ultimacy"; and, 5. A personal reflection on being a theologian who doubts "ultimacy".
Methodology
While not systematically broached, this paper related to contemporary approaches that see personal narrative or autobiographical reflection as part of the scholarly apparatus. This we may relate to what is often termed the reflexive turn, which marks a move from notions of a single rationality or academic objectivity (see Excursus 5). We are all embedded in worlds of thought, and come laden with "prejudices" and experiences which lead us to interpret the world in the ways in which we do.31 My exploration here has taken a somewhat narrative approach to unpacking how not just my personal, but my burgeoning academic understandings, were conditioned by an experience at an early age. Certainly, though, the methodology has not simply said that we are shaped by these prejudices alone, and in Gadamerian hermeneutical terms we can see the questioning and opening of these horizons and prejudices in relation to a growing understanding and interpretation.32 Particularly around studying claimed ("imagined") "spiritual" or "mystical" experiences, we may certainly ask how far a researcher's own personal background plays a part in interpretation. Anthropological studies have shown that researchers engaging communities of practice (and experience) have come to be opened to such perspectives.33 We can ask broader questions about the role of personal narratives, may we say "confessions"(?), in the study of religion. Claiming academic neutrality is no longer a feasible defence for refusing to discuss one's own agenda and perspective.34 My suggestion in this piece, is that such autobiographical confession is a useful part of academic work to position any author and their prejudices and expectations.
Excursus 5: The reflexive turn and objectivity Traditionally conceived, scholarship has tended to view the individual scholar as a free-floating, autonomous, rational, and objective subject. That is to say, it is assumed that by the use of a universal set of rational processes, the scholar can simply analyze the world around her to become closer to the "truth". In relation to what are often termed various "turns" in late twentieth century thought (variously, the linguistic turn, the reflexive turn, the critical turn, the feminist turn, etc.), such a position -associated with the Enlightenment -has been critiqued.35 As Gavin Flood puts it we are a "positioned subject."36 This involves the recognition that such factors as class, race, gender, geographical location, chronological position, and others will all affect how we think, understand, and interpret. To be reflexive is to exhibit an awareness of one's own situatedness in the construction of knowledge and one's own thinking. In the study of religion, most theory and method textbooks will not, however, advocate taking account of one's own status and reflecting

31
The term "prejudice" is here being used with reference to Hans-Georg Gadamer as the preconditions from which we know anything, rather than as inherent biases that make us inevitably distort the world we experience, see Hedges, "Gadamer," 17, and more broadly the references to philosophical hermeneutics in note 39. 32 I have argued that the terminology "opening of horizons" may be preferable to Gadamer's own "fusion of horizons" being less liable to misunderstanding and better expressing the intended conception, see Hedges, "Gadamer." 33 See Pierini, "Fieldwork," and Schmidt, "Provincializing 
Studying experiences
There is much suspicion amongst academics about the meaningfulness of the terms "spiritual", "mystical", or even "experience" as academic categories. Some suggest they should be written out of study and analysis, however, we have strong reasons to question this position. This questioning runs against the dominant constructivist trend (see Excursus 6). This topic, to one side of our main issues, is nevertheless directly and intimately related. Claims to "ultimacy" may be, in at least some cases, experientially based. This is not necessarily contrary to Sharf's wider thesis: experiential authority, or claims to it, are invoked in lineage and hermeneutical questions of power and legitimacy. Such a stance is important. However, such arguments counter Sharf's claim that that is all they are. While critical of claims to "experience", we cannot simply write them off (as, for instance, solely linguistic, or assertions of power), but need a variety of perspectives to address them. Moreover, if we are assessing the possibility of analysing marks of "ultimacy" across traditions, then crosscultural and comparative study is key (see Excursus 7). Shushan's work, and that of others, points to the viability of going beyond certain constructivist stances that would ascribe any experience solely to the cultural and social milieu in which it was created. Hedges, Comparative Theology, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . which also discusses wider aspects of linguistic philosophy, on which also see Hedges, Understanding Religion. 50 Shushan, "Cultural-Linguistic," 79, and Flood, "Religious." I discuss some of this briefly in Hedges, Towards Better, , and it will also be explored in Hedges, Understanding Religion. See also Flood, "Religious," 134-8. Outside Religious Studies, this has been argued by leading cognitive scientists, see e.g. Pinker, The Blank. 51 Some relevant references are in notes 2 and 18. Beyond this, see my arguments on the topic in Hedges, "Comparative Methodology," Hedges, Comparative Theology, 27-39, and Hedges, Understanding Religion.
Marks of "ultimacy"
Now we face the central focus of the topical issue, and therefore of this paper. How would we know "marks of ultimacy" in any tradition? I have spoken of a sense of familiarity: recognising "signs" of one's own experience. This resonates with Diana Eck's language of recognition of spirituality within the Other.52 It is, however, arguably precisely the kind of unsystematic and almost "magical" methodological weakness for which comparative studies have been critiqued and dismissed by many.53 The conception that ideas kicked off in the mind of the reader, or a sense of similar meaning, provide anything other than idiosyncratic surface resonances is certainly potent. While Arvind Sharma has argued for this as what he calls "reciprocal illumination", I have argued that this seems rather weak as a model for analytic comparative religion, though may have a potential within comparative theology where a somewhat different set of questions may be asked.54
Returning to my own personal experiences and sense of similarities, I would argue that as a comparative tool in any analytic sense they are considerably lacking. As noted, resonances were seen in areas such as Zen Buddhism, Meister Eckhart, and tantric kundalini practices. Certainly, any doctrinal sense of similarity would assuredly be missing, except arguably a notion that the absolute/ divine/ Godhead/ reality transcends all our human conceptual schemas and should be "left behind". To try and argue that this points to some common experiential basis for these claims, or any essential perennial core of "religion", would rightly be subject to many critiques. Indeed, to some extent, I would regard some of my previous reflections on these matters as what we may term "theological data" that could be analysed to see how "insiders" make sense of their own journeys.55 What we may speak of as my "imagined" sense of similarities cannot, I think, be used for two things: first, to argue for a common core spiritual experience; 56 second, to argue the experiences are not in any way comparable. Perhaps it was an insight into "marks of ultimacy" across traditions? However, how would I or anyone else know that it was or was not?
Critiquing claims to "ultimacy"
Questions about religious experiences should include: who benefits; whose interests are served; and, what results from particular claims?57 My general argument is that we should always be critical of any claims to "ultimacy"? Further, we should be critical of our own suppositions around "knowing" what they are or how to recognise them. These are, I would suggest, some general basic academic aspects of good practice that may be invoked under the broad rubric of the hermeneutics of suspicion.
The academic study of religion has a pedigree which includes such figures as Otto who, in The Idea of the Holy (Das Heilege), saw the mystical experience as an essentially sui generis category which could be taxonomically studied and critically analysed through comparative surveys.58 In Mircea Eliade's work, this understanding of phenomenology steeped in theological suppositions continued and became dominant across the discipline.59 The critical turn questioned this and led, as we have discussed, to grand narratives of suspicion about comparison, the category "religion" and "religious experience", and even the existence of any meaningful comparative data outside of imaginative scholarly constructions. Recent work, though, 52 See Eck, Encountering God, 79. 53 The term magic refers to J. Z. Smiths' well-known paper, "In Comparison a Magic Still Dwells" (Imagining, (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) Otto, see McCutcheon, Manufacturing, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . See also note 6. 59 On Eliade, see McCutcheon, Manufacturing, [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] . For wider discussions around his legacy, some more appreciative and others less so, see Schmidt-Leukel and Nehring, Interreligious. has in turn questioned these "truths" and suggested that both comparison and common patterns of human experiencing (not to be confused with cruder notions of some common human nature) may exist crossculturally.60 To invoke Tillichian language, the "ultimate concerns" of scholars may perhaps be held more lightly.
The concept of "ultimacy" itself can bear some theoretical and philosophical unpacking. Scholars have asked, whether the various things that diverse religious traditions term as "ultimates" are conceptually related (see Excursus 8). Further, the question can be raised as to what we are really inferring by the language of "ultimacy". In the monotheisms that relate, in varying ways, to the mythical patriarch Abraham the language of the notion of a supreme creator deity has been normative.61 However, Buddhist traditions amongst others seem to posit something quite different. The "ultimate" of Buddhism may be said to be nirvana, certainly not a creator deity. Therefore, grounds exist to question what it is we mean when we talk about "marks of ultimacy" in diverse traditions. 
A Personal reflection on being a theologian who doubts "ultimacy"
While many of the foregoing reflections have dealt with issues that may be placed broadly within the religious studies spectrum of thought, my final section deals with more explicitly theological questions. Despite my own "mystical experience", which for many years assured me of the spiritual nature of reality, even if not of any personal deity, I have come to severely doubt whether this is what we may term a necessary hypothesis. Is there a deity or transcendent reality? I remain deeply agnostic on this score. What I am certain of, and speaking as a Christian and Anglican theologian, is that there is not some big "sky daddy" type deity who personally intervenes and answers the (selfish and self-centred) prayers of "His" devotees.68 Moreover, Jesus certainly did not regard himself as being divine in any way (how could a Jewish/ Galilean rabbi even process such a thought?) and is not to be equated with that figure which the post-Chalcedonian tradition has deemed orthodox according to its Christological standards.69 From a theologically informed standpoint, little of this is particularly new or shocking of course. Atheist Christian theology is well established through the American Death of God or British Sea of Faith schools. Doubts about everything from the virgin birth of Jesus to his divinity have likewise been widely discussed and debated for many years. I am certainly not claiming, therefore, some kind of especially revealing stance here. I am, like many others, a "heretic" if one wants to put it in those terms.70
All this leads me back, though, to the phrasing of the Call for Papers which first inspired me to respond with a reflection on the very problem of expecting to find "marks of ultimacy". A theological topic for somebody whose theology does not even know if it accepts an ultimate; and certainly not the Abrahamic meta-ultimate. Indeed, my theological work is certainly informed by my critical training and research within the field of religious studies; something which of course should be a sine qua non for anyone who broadly associates with the practice of comparative theology where I locate at least some of my work.71 Indeed, one prominent academic (and confessional) theologian has informed me that I actually do not write "theology" (as they imagine it), rather I do "the history of religions" or something else.72 So, to what extent is this theological reflection a theological reflection it may be asked? If by that I mean something that others will receive and recognise as theology. It is a question I will not try and solve here. Indeed, some may ask, to be theology, how this reflection bears weight in any confessional community of ecclesial practice (as if that were the only yardstick of theology).73 Perhaps a theologian should know what "ultimacy" is? Or, at the very least, what they would signify by "ultimacy"? If so, presumably a theologian would then know how to recognise "marks of ultimacy" when he or she saw them? Is suggesting that we really can't recognise "marks of ultimacy", should be suspicious of any conception we have of them, and suggesting that actually they may not even signify "ultimacy", a sign of bad theology? Or even something which is not theology? Or, is it (as I would argue) asking the questions that (good and conscientious) theologians should ask (today)? 68 Hedges, Towards Better, 90-95. 69 Hedges, Towards Better, 59-67. For a more in-depth and specialist discussion, see e.g. Ehrman, How Jesus. 70 The term heresy being very much an "imagined" conception to sideline alternative views. 71 See Hedges, Comparative Theology. 72 I should note in fairness that some Religious Studies scholars would argue that those like myself who also do theology are seen as not "real" Religious Studies scholars either. I may note an often-unstated prejudice here, that this mainly applies to Christian theologians who also do Religious Studies, while Buddhist, Pagan, Sikh, etc. "theologians" (using this as an inadequate but understandable shorthand) who are also scholars of their own tradition tend to be (but are not always) cut a bit more slack. 73 Indeed, Paul Knitter certainly gives an example of writing theology for those Christians who struggle with church teachings and perhaps also the institution of the church as well, see Knitter, Without the Buddha, xiii-xv. Indeed, I have also argued why particular structures whether ecclesial or academic may be problematic in terms of where we write from and to, see Hedges, Comparative Theology, . Therein, while speaking of a theological context, I make an argument for a writing of scholarship that may be "subversive", 50-3, which I would argue may also be necessary in the study of religion too.
Not a conclusion
This paper has raised issues which I have not always answered. Indeed, the central focus, "marks of ultimacy", is one which I fully confess that I am not sure I am qualified to say anything on. I could have made some mundane points, such as talking about texts (people/ experiences/ etc.) which say they point to some "ultimate" reality. These could be taken as "marks of ultimacy". However, I have embarked upon a very different course of action which was using my own experience of "ultimacy", and my journey through interpreting it, to ask questions about the very meaning of even speaking about "ultimacy" in almost any sense. My aim has been to point to broadly methodological issues and questions for scholars investigating such conceptions. I do not claim that this provides the final word in this (it is certainly not the "ultimate" account of the issues). I hope only to have raised some thought provoking questions, perhaps even suggesting that the phrasing and concept of the Call for Papers is something which scholars should find worrying and troubling in many ways. Not to say, of course, that these are things they should not or cannot discuss, but in doing so they should ask deep questions about the very categories in which we frame, think, and come to know those categories.
Rather than offering any definite conclusion, I will just draw together threads from this paper which point towards ways in which, as part of an ongoing journey of scholarship, we can think about the question of "ultimacy" today. To begin, five points relating to our study of religious experiences, ultimacy, and mysticism. First, we have no access to any ultimacy. Indeed, we should credibly doubt that it has any coherent analytic usage. Second, a hermeneutics of suspicion should guide our reading of any claims to ultimacy. In particular, questions around race, gender, class, Western neo-colonial academic hegemony, hierarchical claims to legitimacy, and others should guide our reading of such claims. We have not fully discussed all of these, but they arise out of what is discussed. Third, while critical of claims to experience, we should not dismiss the possibility that genuine and deeply held experiences are being discussed. Nevertheless, we do not discuss those experiences, only the discourse that surrounds them. Fourth, we can expect that cross-cultural experiences exist, not (necessarily) as sui generis "mystical" events, but related to shared evolutionary characteristics. Therefore, it is meaningful to discuss experiences in comparative mode. Yet, I do not see how we would know that some form of "supernatural/ divine" experience did not exist. Fifth, to avoid seeking only one lens or method for exploring any claims to ultimacy or experience. What may apply in one situation, may not be an appropriate method to approach another situation. Flexibility and an interdisciplinary, or multidisciplinary, approach will give us more perspectives.
Next, I will suggest two general issues in scholarly methodology. First, we need to more seriously consider our agendas, prejudices, and personal biography as part of what we do. This is not to forsake any search for "objectivity" or "truth". However unobtainable, they should be our aim. Rather, we must realise that we can never be wholly objective, and so to be more explicit in addressing our stance (to do autobiography as a scholarly method). This is part of the reflexive turn.74 Second, to be less strongly attached to our methods and criticisms of other scholars. Every generation, and style, of scholarship has had its own truths, certainties, and blind spots. Ours is no different. To be dogmatic or ideological will, I believe, do us no favours. Too often, I believe, scholars hold to their way of doing scholarship as an "ultimate." We should be as critical of this, as any religious claim to ultimacy.
